
Changes in marital status and the timespent on houseworkFlorian Shulz & Annika JabsenDraft paper as per 14th September 2007. Please do not quote without authors' permission.Paper presented at the 29th Annual Conferene of the International Assoiationof Time Use Researh, Otober 17 � 19, 2007, in Washington D.C. (USA).AbstratCurrent researh on German men's and women's time spent on housework normallyexamines ators in already existing ouple households by ontrolling for their maritalstatus in ross-setional analyses. Rarely, researhers apply a dynami perspetiveto study the e�ets of hanges in marital status on the gender spei� performane ofhousework. Not at all, though, has the proess of household formation been onsid-ered expliitly as a ruial preditor of shifts in time use. Against this bakground,our paper analyzes the impat of transitions between di�erent marital status onmen's and women's time spent on housework for the German ase. Using longitudi-nal data of the German Soioeonomi Panel Study (GSOEP) from 1985 to 2004 weanalyze this question by applying event history methods. Doing this, we go beyondthe urrent �state of the art� (a) by studying the transition to ouple householdsas an explanatory fator for gender spei� time use patterns, and (b) by utilizinginnovative quantitative methods to study the housework time dynamially as a pro-ess. In line with the only available (Amerian) study by Gupta (1999) we �nd thatin terms of time spent on housework household formation transitions are more tothe men's than the women's advantage. These results are interpreted in favor of thedoing gender approah.Keywords: Marital status, doing gender, time use, housework, longitudinal dataanalysis, Germany.In soiologial analyses of women's and men's time spent on housework, marital statusis seen as one of the most important preditors. Consequently, there has been a lot ofresearh on the distribution of housework time for di�erent household onstellations bynow (e. g. Coltrane 2000). Own alulations with the German Soioeonomi Panel Study(GSOEP) show, for instane, that married men spent 1.8 hours on housework per day in2004 ompared to 2.1 hours for ohabiting men. For women, the means are 4.3 and 3.3hours, respetively. All things together, the empirial literature has onsistently shownthat women, still, do muh more housework than men, and that this di�erene is muhmore pronouned for married ators (reently Baxter 2005).Given the broad evidene of the impat of marital status on housework time in inter-national researh, it is interesting, though, that there is almost no researh on the impatof hanges in marital status on hanges of the individual time budgets. Atually, thereis only one study to date that has adressed this question expliitly. Using data from the1



National Survey of Families and Households (NSFH), Gupta (1999) analyzed how menand women hange their housework behavior in the proesses of forming or leaving ores-idential unions. He showed for example that, �with respet to housework time at least,the formation of households with adult partners of the opposite gender remains moreto the men's than to the women's advantage� (Gupta 1999, 711). In general, he foundstrong evidene for the ausal impat of hanges in marital status on the time spent onhousework. With his study, Gupta (1999) responded to two rather obvious problems ofurrent researh: the neglet of household formation proesses as an explanatory fatorfor gender spei� time use patterns on the one hand, and the rare use of longitudinaldata and methods in time use researh on the other.To date, quantitative researh literature has merely examined individual time use inalready existent households. This is problemati insofar, as there is no study for Germanyon the e�et of household formation proesses on housework time. Thus, urrent literaturedoes not provide substantial knowledge about the very beginning of the emergene ofgender spei� housework patterns in oresidential unions. However, there is no doubtaware that the initial onditions of soial proesses are of partiular importane for theirdynamis and trajetories (Blossfeld & Rohwer 2002). Given that soial phenomenons arehighly path dependent, individual, institutional and histori ontraints at the beginningof an intimate relationship are highly relevant for its further development, for examplebeause of routinization e�ets in every day interation (e. g. Kaufmann 1997).Over and above this shortoming, the dominane of ross-setional analyses is seen asa major drawbak of urrent researh. As Blossfeld & Rohwer (2002) summarized, it isneither possible to study ourses and transitions with ross-setional data, nor to dissetthe time dependent mehanisms between auses and e�ets. However, exatly this wouldbe neessary to examine the interesting hanges of time spent on housework during theproess of family development, and to adequately operationalize the time dependene ofthe available theories on household behavior. Reent longitudinal studies on the divisionof household labor in Germany therefore seem to be onsiderably fruitful examples foranalyzing the ausal relationship between marital status and time use (f. Huinink &Röhler 2005, Shulz & Blossfeld 2006, Grunow, Shulz & Blossfeld 2007b).Our paper takles these problems by studying the e�ets of hanges in marital statuson hanges of men's and women's time spent on housework theoretially and empirially.Therefore, we report the �rst multivariate longitudinal study of the impat of householdformation proesses on German men's and women's housework time. The goals of ourpaper are: (1) Repliating the ideas of Gupta (1999) with German data, (2) modifyinghis approah by using event history modeling tehniques, and (3) assessing the relevaneof our �ndings for the urrent state of researh with a speial fous on the potentials andlimitations of this approah.Theoretial bakgroundOne important explanation linking marital status to housework time is the onept of(inomplete) institutionalization (Cherlin 1978, Baxter 2005). As lassial soiology sug-gests, ators are embedded in soial settings that provide �normative presriptions for roleperformane, insitutionalized proedures to handle problems, and easily aessible soialsupport� (Ishii-Kuntz & Coltrane 1992, 217). It is argued that ators usually follow theseinstitutional rules to get around santions from their soial environment. From this pointof view, a married ouple might, thus, exerise a traditional housework arrangement, just2



beause they want to avoid perpetually explaining themselves and their situation to theirfriends, relatives, and so on. This espeially applies to persons or ouples that are situ-ated in �deviant� arrangements, for instane if a marriage is arrangend around the wife'sareer (Greenstein 2000, Atkinson & Boles 1984). Ators in relationships that follow adi�erent priniple of ohesion, though, might not be subjet to all of the rules assoiatedwith the traditional (Parsonian) family (Brines & Joyner 1999). Thus, there is less soialontrol and muh more freedom to negotiating individual arrangements with respet tohousework performane.To dynamize this rather stati reasoning, Grunow, Shulz & Blossfeld (2007a) intro-dued the idea of shifting normative frames in the ontext of family development in theirreent study on the division of household labor in the ourse of marriage. They argue thatmen and women frame their family situations in their life ourses di�erently, aording toinstitutionally presribed role models. As for the transition to parenthood, Grunow et al.'s(2007a) example, Germany is a pertiularly interesting ase to study this phenomenon.Childless ouples nowadays de�ne their situations with respet to gender equal fairnessnorms, that is a more equal division of labor at home than their parent's or grandparent'sgeneration. On the other hand, when ouples have a hild, their normative ation framesstill shift to the traditional expetation of the mother staying at home and the fatherbeing the sole provider, at least for the early years of their hild. That goes along with aninreasing propensity for women to being responsible for the household. Taken together,the transition to parenthood failiates shifting frames towards what Grunow et al. (2007a)all omplementary gendered fairness norms. In the long run, parents seem to adopt thetraditional family model to an ever inreasing extent. That is, women and men moreand more identify themselves �with regard to marital and family roles traditionally linkedto gender� (Greenstein 2000, 323). The same explanation, however, may be applied tohousehold formation proesses or the transition to marriage, at least with weaker impli-ations, as spouses or ohabitors do not experiene the same normative onstraints asparents. But still, one an assume that there are some kinds of ultural expetations ofhow women and men are supposed to at when living together, espeially in Germany'sonservative welfare and gender regime (Mühling, Rost, Rupp & Shulz 2006).An important soial mehanism that leads to a better understanding of these on-siderations is provided by doing gender theory. It is the basi idea of this approah thatgender is not determined by biologial attributes of one's body, nor by role asriptions thatfollow these physial harateristis. Gender is rather oneptualized as �a routine aom-plishment embedded in everyday interation� (West & Zimmerman 1987, 125). FollowingGo�man's (1976) idea of �gender display�, women and men atively link their identities toinstitutionalized gender roles by emphasizing female or male traits of behavior in soialsituations. In doing so, they show themselves and signi�ant others, whih sex ategorythey would like to be assoiated with. The given ontextual setting therefore o�ers aertain amount of possible gender spei� behavior whih serves as the ators' repertoireon the stage of everyday life (Go�man 1977).For assessing the relevane of gendered symboli exhanges in intimate relationships,housework is seen as an indiator of entral importane. Berk's (1985) metaphor of theheterosexual ouple household as a �gender fatory� draws attention to the fat thatperforming or refraining from housework duties is an important means of ating in agender spei� way. By doing ertain household hores (e. g. leaning, ooking, doingthe laundry), women not only ful�ll reprodutive requirements for the household, butalso �do gender� by avering female typed behavior. Men, on the other hand, try toaentuate their gender identity by taking the role of the breadwinner, by performing3



male onnoted household tasks (e. g. maintenane, ar valeting), and by expliitly avoiding�female housework� (f. Brines 1994, Shelton & John 1993). Hene, South & Spitze (1994,344) onlude that �men and women must be `doing gender` when they live together�.So far, researh almost onsistently relies on the assumption that the proess of doinggender is less important in single than in de fato than in married ouple households (f.Baxter 2005). This holds true espeially for Germany, as the soial images of manlinessand womanliness in partnerships are largely a�eted by the traditional Parsonian familymodel that asribes the household sphere exlusively to women (Mühling et al. 2006).This pereption of reality has been on�rmed by several empirial studies. For example,Künzler, Walter, Reihart & P�ster (2001) showed with a representative German nationalsample that single women spend about one hour less on housework per day than women inoresidental unions with a partner of the opposite sex. Also as expeted, men's houseworktime is about two hours higher in a single than in a family household (Künzler et al. 2001,93). Meanwhile, they didn't �nd signi�ant di�erenes between various forms of existingunions, for instane between de fato and married ouples (Künzler et al. 2001, 94). This�nding is onsistent with Künzler's (1999) earlier work with data from the GSOEP for1995, where the form of a union did not have an e�et in multivariate time use analyses,either.However, it is exatly this di�erene in men's and women's time budgets that ledseveral Anglo-Amerian researhers to attah great importane to the mehanism ofsymboli exhanges in ouples' every day life (e. g. Baxter 2005, Brines 1994, Brines &Joyner 1999, Shelton & John 1993, South & Spitze 1994). Not only that single womennormally spend far less and single men spend far more time doing housework. Mostnotably it is the gender di�erene in time use between married and ohabiting partnersthat is taken as fundamental evidene for the validity of the doing gender approah. Inthis respet, it has been pointed out that espeially women's housework time is highlyin�uened by marital status. Reently, Baxter (2005) showed with Australian data thatohabiting women spend less time on housework than their married ounterparts, andohabiting men perform more housework ompared to married men. These di�erenesremain stable after ontrolling for other harateristis. In this ase, Shelton & John(1993, 406) argue that one an atually �interpret these di�erenes as re�eting the e�etsof marital status. These di�erenes would support our hypothesis that the produtionof gender varies by marital status. That is, married women and men `produe` genderthrough their prodution of themselves as wives and husbands, while ohabitors do not.�These kinds of interpretations, whih are almost solely based on ross-setional data, havebeen on�rmed to a large extent by Gupta's (1999) longitudinal analysis of the NSFH.Due to great empirial support, the doing gender theory is very popular in internationalresearh when it omes to explaining the time spent on housework (Shelton & John 1996).As this is not yet the ase in German researh literature, this approah has rather beenused to explain previously unexplained variane for quite a long time (Künzler & Walter2001, 199). That is beause most of the available ross-setional studies rather havefound indiations for other theoretial mehanisms that fous for example on eduation,employment, or inome as the important preditors of housework time (for a summary ofthe most important theories and empirial results see Blossfeld & Drobni£ 2001, Huinink& Röhler 2005, Shulz & Blossfeld 2006). Reent longitudinal researh in Germany,however, has shown that there are indeed serious signs of gendered symboli exhangein partnerships that go beyond the e�ets of eonomi resoures. Even though Huinink& Röhler (2005) ouldn't �nd signi�ant e�ets of the transition from ohabitation tomarriage on time budgets for housework in their analysis of the pooled GSOEP for 1995 �4



1999. Yet, Klaus & Steinbah (2002) showed with data from the German Family Surveythat the transition to marriage systematially inreases men's retration from housework.The studies on the household division of domesti labor by Shulz & Blossfeld (2006)and Grunow et al. (2007b) support the latter �nding using data from the Bamberg PanelStudy of Married Couples. Still, an empirial analysis of the e�ets of household formationproesses on the time spent on housework is not available to date, and hene providedhere.For the empirial analysis, thus, we an derive the following longitudinal hypothesesfor women and men from the doing gender perspetive: Men are to redue their time forhousework when they form a oresidental union with a female partner or experiene atransition to marriage. In ontrast, women should inrease their housework performanewhen entering a union or marrying (f. Baxter 2005, Gupta 1999, Shelton & John 1993,South & Spitze 1994). In detail, the following three transitions are under study, as wean derive these theoretially meaningful hypotheses from doing gender theory: �nevermarried → ohabiting�, �never married → married�, and �ohabiting → married�. If theimpat of these transitions on housework time an be on�rmed when ontrolling for otherindividual harateristis, it an be taken as strong empirial evidene for the relevaneof the symboli exhange mehanism in German ouples (Shelton & John 1993, 406).However, as Gupta (1999, 702) pointed out, our hypotheses will be false if (1) men'sand women's performanes are not a�eted by hanges in marital status, or (2) if theirhousework time was a�eted in the same diretion. To on�rm the hypothesis of doinggender, it will be also neessary to �nd men inreasing, and women dereasing theirhousework performanes when exiting oresidental unions (for more details see Gupta1999).Data and methodTo empirially test our hypothesis we use the data of the German Soioeonomi Panel(GSOEP) from 1985-2004, that is a data set of 20 panel waves (see Frik 2005).1 Weinlude the following subsamples in our analysis: persons with German itizenship wereseleted of sample A (West-Germans), C (East-Germans), E (refreshment sample) andF (innovation sample). We selet only Germany itizens beause foreigners would needa speial onsideration beause of di�erenes related to ultural bakround, living forms,and so on, whih is not possible to give within the sope of this analysis. This appliesaordingly for homosexual ouples. The Highinome sample is not used beause thereare only two waves available yet. After all seletions, our sample onsists of 182,792observation points, 95,393 for women and 87,399 for men.This German sample is used, �rst, to repliate Gupta's (1999) study and, seond,to apply an event history design to extend Gupta's (1999) work. Wheras Gupta (1999)analyzed only one transition between two living arrangements and the impat on time usefor housework on the basis of the two waves of the NSFH from 1987/1988 and 1992/1993,the GSOEP overs 20 waves. In our seleted observation window from 1985 - 2004, it isposssible to analyze up to 19 transitions per person. Another advantage in omparisonto the Amerian referene study is that the gap between the panel waves is just oneyear, whih enables us to get a little bit loser to the dynami of the proess than itis possible with a gap of �ve years like in the NSFH (see also the analysis on the basis1 The �rst wave is haraterized by partiuliarities related to ertain questions and is therefore exludedfrom our analysis. Espeially the time use on housework and hildare was asked in a single ategory.5



of the GSOEP data of Huinink & Röhler 2005, Gershuny 1996). Following the work ofShulz & Blossfeld (2006) and Grunow et al. (2007b) on division of household labour inthe ourse of marriage, the dynamis of housework time is regarded as a proess, whihonsists (retrospetivly) of single episodes. These episodes are a�eted by events in otherparallel proesses, like for example hanges in marital status.Our basi understanding of ausality is that theoretially important events (here: thehanges of the living situation, ∆T , and other relevant variables, X) in the past, in�uenethe probability (∆Pr), due to an assumed ausal mehanism (here: doing gender), thatthe dependent variable Y (here: time use for housework) hanges at a later point in time(Blossfeld & Rohwer 2002, 29):
∆Tt|Xt −→ ∆Pr(∆Yt

′ ) for t < t
′ (1)In our example, we therefore assume that hanges in marital status and the householdomposition normally preede the hanges of time spent on housework (Gupta 1999, 701).It should be the proess of moving together that onfronts the ators with the problemof dividing household tasks and developing durable and stable arrangements of everydaylife (for empirial evidene see Kaufmann 1994).For that partiular understanding of soial reality, event history analysis seems to bean adequate method as this approah enables us to analyze the time dependent patternsof the orrelation between events of di�erent proesses (f. Allison 1984, Blossfeld &Rohwer 2002). To extend our repliation analysis we apply event history models. Beauseof the design of the GSOEP data set the empirial analysis is based on event history modelsfor disrete time axes (Allison 1984). Here the dependent variable is binary and indiatesif an event � in this ase a hange in the time use for housework � happens betweentwo panel observation points or not. The rate an then be interpreted as the onditionalprobability for a hange at point t, under the ondition that so far no event has oured:

r(t) = Pr(T = t|T ≥ t).Modeling hanges of time spent for housework we refer to the logisti regression modeldesribed in equation 2. The time dependant rate r(t) represents the ators' propensityto hange their time use in a ertain diretion (∆Pr(∆Y ), with ∆Y either > or < 0),dependent on the hange in their living arrangements (∆T ), time-onstant (X1) and time-variant variables (X2(t)) and the initial level of the time use (Y ).
r(t) = log

(

Pr(t)

1 − Pr(t)

)

= β0 + β1∆T + β2X1 + β3X2(t) + β4Y + ǫ (2)Applying this method one has to notie that the diretion of the dependent proesshas to be distinguished. Grunow et al. (2007b) showed in their analysis that proesses oftraditionalization and modernization of the division of household labour (relative inreaseor derease of men's share of total housework) are not driven by the same soial mehanismjust with opposite signs. Therefore we estimate di�erent models for the propensity ofwomen and men to derease or inrease their time use for housework in the ourse ofhousehold formation proesses. That idea �ts our working hypothesis of doing gendertheory, whih basially fouses the propensity of the hange in a ertain diretion, andnot the extent of the hange. Finally, we want to point out that the model used is amultiepisode model, so that there ould be more than one spell for a respondent, if theyour with multiple ompleted, and not right ensored episodes in the observation window(Blossfeld & Rohwer 2002). 6



Against this bakround, the dependent proess is onstruted as the hange in theindividual time use for housework and errands. The �rst episode of a person starts, whena valid value (Y ≥0) was reorded for the �rst time. The aordant variable was generatedon the basis of the time use data of the GSOEP (Merz & Rauberger 1993).2 The end ofan episode is given per de�nitionem by the ourrene of an event. An event is de�ned asa hange of the time spent on housework of at least one hour per day. We do distinguishbetween two diretions: (1) an inrease, and (2) a derease of housework time. Measuringtime budgets in omplete hours means, however, that smaller hanges in time use (forexample of half an hour) are not inluded beause of the survey design. We thereforeexpet a systemati underestimation of the real hange (f. Marini & Shelton 1993). Ifthere is no event, these episodes are inluded as right ensored episodes. Left ensoredepisodes are exluded from the analysis, beause there is no information about the startingpoint of the respetive episode. This leads to the problem that the duration of staying inthe origin state annot be measured adequately.The main independent variable is the hange in marital status and ohabitation. Wedistinguish �ve states: never married and living in a single household, ohabitating, mar-ried and living together, divored and living in a single household and widowed and livingin a single household. By ombining this states we get 16 possible transitions. Transitionsfrom married, divored or widowed to never married or from ohabiting to widowed, fromnever married or ohabiting to divored or widowed are not possible. As spei�ed in thetheoretial part we espeially fous on three of these sixteen transitions: �never married
→ ohabiting�, �never married → married�, and �ohabiting → married�.Besides the hanges in marital status, several fators are disussed in literature to havean e�et on the individual time use patterns with regard to housework (for an overview,f. Blossfeld & Drobni£ 2001, Künzler 1999, South & Spitze 1994). We ontrol for thefollowing fators: The initial level aptures the hours spent on housework at time t. It isimportant to ontrol for this level beause of possible �oor and eiling e�ets. Additionally,we ontrol for linear age, eduational level (years needed to reeive a ertain graduation),hours in paid work (hours per day), individual inome (in 1.000 Euros), as well as the Eastand West German region. Parenthood, that is expeted to have a strong e�et on thedevelopment of housework, is operationalized by three time dependent dummy variables,whih point out if there lives a hild between zero and three years, four and six years orseven to sixteen years in the household or not (ref. no hild in the household). Over theyears the response ategories were hanged; a dummy variable, whih gives informationabout the point in time of this modi�ation, is added to the set of ontrols.ResultsIn this setion, we present our empirial results. We start with some desriptive results,then omment brie�y on our repliation of Gupta's (1999) proeedings. Following this, wepresent the results of our extension applying event history methods, and using di�erentontrols than our study of referene to examine the e�ets of union formation proesseson men's and women's housework time.2 The question of the GSOEP is sine 1985: �What is a typial day like for you? How many hours doyou spend on the following aitivities on a typial weekday, Saturday, and Sunday? � Please give onlywhole hours. Use zero if the ativity does not apply!� The response ategories were hanged over theyears, the modi�ations were therefore ontrolled by a dummy variable.7



Desriptive resultsTables 1 und 2 show the average hanges of time spent on female housework per day forwomen and men, respetively. The means are given by hanges in marital status, usingpooled panel data to aggregate all hanges between two onseutive panel waves. Dueto very di�erent ell weights, only a few means di�er statistially signi�ant from zero.Nevertheless, the reported average hanges learly support the impliations of our doinggender hypothesis, indiating that men derease their housework time when entering aoresidental union or marrying. Women, on the other hand, inrease their houseworkperformane in the ourse of the ruial transitions.Table 1: Changes of women's housework hours by hanges in marital statusNever married Cohabiting Married Divored WidowedNever married x -0.01 0.30 0.97 n. p. n. p.
sx 1.43 1.66 2.21
n 3.097 186 61Cohabiting x -0.15 0.03 0.42 n. p. n. p.
sx 1.52 1.84 2.02
n 191 4.589 813Married x n. p. -0.06 -0.00 -0.13 -0.93
sx 2.45 2.05 2.66 2.19
n 72 48.718 16 345Divored x n. p. 0.31 0.94 0.01 n. p.
sx 1.44 2.38 1.73
n 29 16 2.289Widowed x n. p. -0.75 n. . n. p. -0.10
sx 1.97 1.83
n 20 6.602Notes: Rows: Marital status in wave t; olumns: marital status in wave t + 1.Abbr.: n. p. := �impossible transition�; n. . := �no ases�.Soure: GSOEP 1985 � 2004 (pooled data); own alulations.After a transition to a ouple household, that is to ohabitation or marriage, women domore housework than men on average. Whereas men redue their time by 4 or 8 minutesper day, women inrease their time by 18 or 58 minutes respetively. It appears that, onthe one hand, the total amount of housework to be done inreases when two ators forma union. On the other hand, this additional housework is devided asymetrially betweenthe partners. In addition, the di�erene is larger for the transition to marriage than toohabitation. Following Baxter's (2005) interpretation, this an be seen as lear evidenefor the signi�ane of gendered interation patterns in every day life: �to the extent thatthe gender gap in time and responsibility is larger between married partners, this suggeststhat doing gender is more important here than in other kinds of relationships� (Baxter2005, 319). In line with Cherlin's (1978) onept of inomplete institutionalization, Baxter(2005) onludes that gendered proesses of symboli exhange are muh more importantin relationships that are subjet to priniples of speialization (f. Brines & Joyner 1999).Given the German normative ontext, this is indeed true for marriages ompared to defato relationships (e. g. Mühling et al. 2006). South & Spitze (1994) report a similar8



�nding by deduing the importane of doing gender from the di�erenes of men's andwomen's time spent on housework in di�erent marital onstellations.Table 2: Changes of men's housework hours by hanges in marital statusNever married Cohabiting Married Divored WidowedNever married x 0.03 -0.07 -0.14 n. p. n. p.
sx 1.37 1.86 1.25
n 3.385 221 58Cohabiting x 0.25 0.00 -0.15 n. p. n. p.
sx 1.44 1.51 1.43
n 213 4.488 829Married x n. p. 0.01 0.04 0.48 0.70
sx 1.42 1.43 1.25 2.88
n 72 48.777 48 133Divored x n. p. -0.30 -0.33 0.03 n. p.
sx 1.38 0.82 1.56
n 69 24 1.437Widowed x n. p. -0.69 -1.00 n. p. -0.14
sx 2.06 4.62 1.81
n 16 10 1.129Notes: Rows: Marital status in wave t; olumns: marital status in wave t + 1.Abbr.: n. p. := �impossible transition�.Soure: GSOEP 1985 � 2004 (pooled data); own alulations.Moreover the two rosstabs show that the mean hanges of transitions to the samemarital status, that is, for example, staying married from wave t to wave t+1, are through-out rather small. For women and for men these hanges do not exeed eight minutes perday. It is interesting, though, that the hanges are almost idential for both sexes. Thismight suggest that relatively stable arrangements between two partners emerge alreadyat the very beginning of their union formation and annot be explained by relationshipduration alone. This �nding supports the hypothesis of Shulz & Blossfeld (2006) andGrunow et al. (2007b), who found that marriage duration dereases the propensity tohange arrangements of the division of household labor in Germany.RepliationTable 5 shows the results of our repliation of Gupta's (1999) analysis with Germandata. We therefore used linear �xed-e�ets panel regression to estimate the hanges infemale housework hours for women and men, using the very same variables (for a fulldesription f. South & Spitze 1994). Unlike Gupta (1999), we had not only two but upto 20 panel waves per respondent to estimate the impat of marital status transitionson the performane of housework. We present two models for women and men, the �rstontaining only the variables indiating transitions in marital status, and the seond withall other ontrols.With respet to our theoretial question we �rst look at the e�ets of transitions inmarital status, ompared to the e�ets of remaining in a given status (see more detailsbelow). Our repliation suggests that only the transition to marriage seems to have9



the expeted impat. For men, the oe�ient for the transition from ohabitation tomarriage is signi�ant, the oe�ients for the household formation proesses are not.Yet, the oe�ients have the expeted signs. For women, at least the transitions fromnever married and ohabitation to marriage yield the expeted results. In ontrast toGupta (1999, 710), who onluded �that the fat of entry into a oresidental union is ofgreater onsequene for housework time than the form of that union�, we tentatively haveto restrit our interpretation to the transition to marriages. Considering the still highappreiation of the traditional family image in Germany (Mühling et al. 2006), this seemsto be plausible after all, as the gender order of housework seems to be more rigid in theseonstellations.A omparison of models 1 and 2 in table 5 shows, for men and women respetively,that the transitions in marital status are not a�eted greatly by the additional ontrolvariables. For both genders, only one oe�ient substantially hanges its signi�anewhen ontrolling for other possible in�uenes. For women, for example, the transitionfrom never married to married is no longer signi�ant in model 2. This is due to thelose relationship of this transition with the transition to parenthood (f. Gupta 1999,708). Altogether, though, our models do not explain a lot of the dependent variable'svariane (see the really low values for R2). The reason for this is the low variane ofour independent variables themselves. As we measure hanges between two panel waveswhih are one year apart, the hange in most of the ases is zero, that is the proportionof respondents that atually experiene a hange is very low.Nevertheless, we �nd three plausible e�ets of the ontrol variables here. First, thehange in the number of hildren aged 0 to 4 years has a positive e�et on women's and anegative one on men's housework time. This �nding is in line with many German studiesthat emphasize the impat of the transition to parenthood as the most important fatorwith respet to the division of household labor (reently Shulz & Blossfeld 2006, Grunowet al. 2007b). This result, thus, supports the view that the birth of a �rst hild is the majorause for traditionalization. Additionally, a hange in employment hours is signi�antlyassoiated with housework time for both genders. The more time men and women spenton paid work, the less housework they perform. Again, this �nding is well doumented inurrent German resarh (e. g. Huinink & Röhler 2005). The third mentionable oe�ientis �entry into eduation�, whih redues housework time signi�antly. This is plausibleinsofar, as eduation binds time, just as employment does, on the one hand, and isnormally given a higher value than housework on the other.However, with the following analysis, we go beyond this repliation to even betterassess the dynamis of housework time. To do so, we apply event history methods as theyare suited best for studying highly dynami phenomena like housework. Event historymethods rather fous on propensities of hange, making this approah more probabilisti.As doing gender theory suggests, a shift in ontextual frames might hange the probabilityof women and men to at in a gender spei� way. Additionally, the propensity of doinggender depends on the ators' past experienes and present situation, whih an also beonsidered in this approah (Blossfeld & Rohwer 2002).Extension � the dynami analysisAs a seond step we present the �ndings of our event history analysis. As noted earlier,we di�erentiate between two proesses of possible hange: inrease and derease of timespent on housework of men and women. Tables 6 and 7 in the appendix show regressionmodels of the propensity to inrease or derease the time spent on housework by at least10



one hour per day. The �rst models ontain only the hanges in marital status and thetwo basi ontrol variables (�initial level� and �modi�ed question�); the seond modelsadditionally ontain all other ontrols.As does Gupta (1999, 704-707), we fous on the in�uene of the hange of the livingarrangement in omparison to the initial state, for example the e�et of the transitionfrom �never married to married� in omparison to �staying never married�. The respetiveoe�ients are alulated on the basis of the models with ovariables (in eah ase model2) of table 6 or table 7. The propensity of women to inrease their time spent on houseworkin the ourse of the transition just mentioned is to be alulated as the di�erene of theoe�ients: 0.39 − (−0.85) = 1.24. The statistial signi�ane is given by means of at-test for the equality of the two oe�ients. The oe�ients of interest are summarizedin tables 3 and 4. They do not represent the breakdown of hanges in housework hoursas in the rosstabs above, but rather the propensity of the ators to hange their time usein the given diretion.Following doing gender theory, we expet that the propensity to inrease the timespent on housework should inrease for women in the ourse of a household formation,beause they are said to illustrate their feminity with regard of the predominant mentalmap of the family. Aordingly, we expet that the propensity of men to derease theirtime spent on housework should inrease, too, for that they demonstrate their genderidentity partiularly by avoiding housework (Berk 1985, Brines 1994). Table 3 shows therespetive regression oe�ients for household formation proesses.Table 3: E�ets of entry into oresidental unions on the propensity to hange houseworktime Women MenPropensity to inrease housework time Propensity to redue housework timeCohabiting Married Cohabiting MarriedNever married 0,47*** 1,24*** 0,28* 0,90***Cohabiting ref. 0,55*** ref. 0,29***Divored -0,09 0,18 0,47* 0,51Widowed 0,52 n. . 1,34** 1,39**Signi�ane: * p ≤ 0.10 / ** p ≤ 0.05 / *** p ≤ 0.01Abbr.: n. . := �no ases�.Soure: GSOEP 1985 � 2004; own alulations.With one exeption all signs of the oe�ients in table 3 are onsistent with the theo-retial expetations. Nearly every oe�ient is statistially signi�ant, whereas espeiallythe empirial evidene for men mathes the theoretial arguments very well. In the ourseof forming a ouple household, the propensity to inrease the time spent on houseworkinreases for women. For men the propensity to spend less time on housework simultane-ously inreases. Also in line with our hypothesis are the proportions of the oe�ients forthe transitions to ohabitation and to marriage. For example the propensity of a womento do more housework in ase of a transition from never married to married inreasesby the fator e1,24 ≈ 3.5; whereas the transition to the less institutionalized ohabitationinreases the propensity to a lower extent by the fator e0,47 ≈ 1.6. The same proportionis given for the respetive transitions for men. This �nding also on�rms Cherlin's (1978)thesis of inomplete institutionalization. Marriage, as it is drawn in the traditional familyimage, seems to have an important impat on how German men and women at in a11



partnership with respet to housework. This �nding is also in line with our repliationanalysis.Moreover, our event history analysis show that the e�ets for entry into ohabitationalso seem to matter. What we have tentatively onluded from our repliation has now tobe expanded to all union formation proesses. Obviously, it is not merely marriage, butstill, as Gupta (1999) stated, any form of living together that perpetuates gender spei�behavior. The e�ets for ohabitation being smaller than those for marriage indiatesthat symboli exhanges are less binding in the ase of ohabitation. There indeed seemsto be more spae to negotiating very spei� arrangements, even beyond the terms oftraditional gendered housework patterns (f. Baxter 2005, Brines & Joyner 1999, Shelton& John 1993). But nevertheless, a wider sope of negotiation does not blur the boundariesof gender spei� ation itself.For the sake of ompleteness, all surrounding onditions of our doing gender hypothesisare true too, as table 4 shows for the e�ets of household dissolution proesses.Table 4: E�ets of exit from oresidental unions on the propensity to hange houseworktime Women MenPropensity to redue housework time Propensity to inrease housework timeNev. marr. Cohab. Divored Widowed Nev. marr. Cohab. Divored WidowedCohabiting 0,37** ref. n. p. n. p. 0,31** ref. n. p. n. p.Married n. p. 0,53** 1,05** 0,92*** n. p. 0,59** 1,79*** 1,47***Signi�ane: * p ≤ 0.10 / ** p ≤ 0.05 / *** p ≤ 0.01Abbr.: n. p. := �impossible transition�.Soure: GSOEP 1985 � 2004; own alulations.A omparison of models 1 and 2 of tables 6 and 7 shows that the e�ets of the hangesof the marital status on the propensity to hange the time use pattern are only marginallyin�uened by the ontrol variables. Nearly all of the regression oe�ients of the hangesin marital status are stable; they do not swith signs. Only in the models for men intable 7 there are a few, as regards ontent however not very meaningful hanges in thelevel of signi�ane with regard to the seleted referene ategory. The ruial point inthe argumentation is, anyway, that the e�ets are stable ompared to the theoretiallyrelevant referene group (like in table 3 and 4).Even though almost every ontrol variable is signi�ant in our models, the results arenot in ontrast to our basi hypothesis. Rather the results re�et other major in�ueningfators in an expeted way. The size of the e�ets is quite small ompared to oe�ientsfor hanges in marital status. Only the presene of hildren seems to have a biggerimpat. As we have already pointed out in the disussion of table 5, hildren are the mostin�uential fator when it omes to re-arranging housework responsibilities (f. Shulz &Blossfeld 2006, Grunow et al. 2007b).ConlusionIn our paper, we analyzed gendered time use patterns for housework in Germany. Con-trary to many other studies before, we therefore applied a longitudinal perspetive tostudy hanges of women's and men's time spent on housework. With respet to thefators determining these hanges, we foused espeially on household formation or in-stitutionalization proesses. Theoretially, we drew on the ideas of doing gender theory,12



asking if the observed hanges an be explained by its proposed mehanism of symboliexhange. To do so, we drew on the only available (Amerian) study to data by Gupta(1999) and �rst repliated his approah using linear �xed-e�ets panel regression on the20-wave German Soioeonomi Panel. Subsequently, we extended Gupta's (1999) ap-proah, onduting a more dynami event history analysis of housework proesses. Asdoing gender theory suggests, we estimated the onditional propensity of hanging thetime spent on housework given the hanges in marital status for women and men.In aordane with Gupta (1999), and other �ndings of urrent researh, our empirialanalyses showed what one would have expeted: Women still perform more houseworkthan men. When entering oresidental unions with a partner of the opposite gender, beit ohabitation or marriage, women's propensity to do even more housework onsiderablyinreases. The same pattern is observed for women, who marry their already ohabitingpartner. Meanwhile, men seem to redue their housework time when moving into aouple household or marrying, as their inreasing propensity to redue their houseworkperformane indiates.These rather lear-ut �ndings support our hypotheses of doing gender theory. Weindeed �nd empirial evidene that the mehanism of symboli exhange is appropriateto explain gendered housework patterns in Germany. Insofar, our analysis adds to theunderstanding of the ausal relationship between housework time and marital status bysupporting a view that was only applied for overing previously unexplained varianefor a long time. As we have outlined in our theoretial disussion, this seems to beplausible for the German ase after all, onsidering its welfare and gender regime (Esping-Andersen 1990) and the still omparatively high appreiation of the traditional Parsonianidea of marriage and family (Lük 2006). Eventually, this approah has to be takenseriously into aount when onduting further researh.Starting here, a �rst step ould be to inlude information of the partners to assess theirimpat on women's and men's time use. In general, an analysis on the level of oupleswould even �t better to the doing gender approah, espeially beause one an thenestimate a ouples' e�et of the hanging individual propensities. Seondly, it would beinteresting to ompare di�erent ountries or welfare regimes with respet to the relevaneof doing gender, or, for the German ase, to ompare East- and West-Germany in moredetail. A third possible extension, suggested by Greenstein (2000), would be to inludevariables on gender ideology in the models to ontrol for more aspets of doing gendertheory. These three suggestions already open a wide range of possible new questions tobe answered. But it an be taken for granted that the answers to these questions willpush researh on housework time to a higher level.To onlude, we need to omment on one general limitation of our paper. As we do not�nd many examples for this kind of analysis in urrent literature, our proeeding is also aleap in the dark. That is, applying new methods to lassial researh question is alwaysan arguable endeavor. Are the methods appropriate? Do we produe artifats? Do weondition our analysis in favor of the hypotheses? These questions an only be answeredif there will be more studies in the future that experiment with new approahes andtry to repliate previous researh attempts (Diekmann 2006, 27). However, this kinds of�experiments� are limited by the available data. Our event history approah, for example,has proved to be quite fruitful to assessing gendered time use patterns. But still, a properimplementation requires data of very high quality, e. g. valid retrospetive informationor prospetive panel studies that over quite a long period. Nevertheless, as most of thetheories stritly speaking demand for longitudinal appliations, the future of researh onhousework time highly depends on the olletion of appropriate data.13
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TablesTable 5: Fixed-e�ets panel regression for hanges in female housework hours for womenand men (repliation of Gupta 1999)Women MenModel 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2b s. e. b s. e. b s. e. b s. e.Constant 0.03 0.01** -0.16 0.10 0.29 0,02*** -0.32 0.06***Change in marital status:Nev. marr. → Nev. marr. -0.19 0.07*** -0.22 0.07*** -0.02 0.05 -0.03 0.05Nev. marr. → Cohabiting 0.14 0,16 0.07 0.16 -0.10 0.11 -0.11 0.11Nev. marr. → Married 0.86 0,27*** 0.40 0.26 -0.27 0.21 -0.28 0.20Cohabiting → Nev. marr. -0.32 0.16** -0.31 0.16* 0.18 0.21 0.12 0,11Cohabiting → Cohabiting -0.00 0.05 -0.01 0.05 -0.01 0.04 0.00 0.04Cohabiting → Married 0.32 0.08*** 0.16 0.08** -0.17 0.06*** -0.18 0.06***Married → Cohabiting -0.14 0,25 -0.10 0.25 0.11 0.19 0.18 0.19Married → Married (Ref.) � � � �Married → Divored -0.09 0.53 0.26 0.52 0.46 0.23** 0.30 0.22Married → Widowed -0.95 0,12*** -0.96 0.11*** 0.52 0.14*** 0.49 0.14***Divored → Cohabiting 0.36 0.38 0.27 0.37 -0.37 0.19* -0.39 0.19**Divored → Married 0.95 0.53* 0.82 0.51 -0.41 0.32 -0.36 0.31Divored → Divored 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.09 -0.03 0.06 -0.04 0.06Widowed → Cohabiting -0.98 0.48** -0.97 0.47** -0.79 0.39** -0.81 0.39**Widowed → Married n. . n. . -1.05 0.49** -1.00 0.48**Widowed → Widowed -0.15 0.06** -0.14 0.06** -0.42 0.08*** -0.41 0.08***Other transitions -0.02 0.03 -0.01 0.03 0.14 0.03*** 0.14 0.03***Controls:Change adult females -0.01 0.02 -0.37 0.21*Change adult males -0.24 0.23 -0.03 0.01*Change hildren 0 � 4 0.19 0.03*** -0.05 0.02**Change hildren 5 � 11 0.03 0.03 -0.05 0.02***Change girls 12 � 18 -0.04 0.04 -0.02 0.03Change boys 12 � 18 -0.07 0.04* -0.06 0.03**Change employment hours -0.14 0,00*** -0.08 0.00***Change family earnings -0.00 0.00 -0.00 0.00Change years of eduation -0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00*Entry into eduation -0.48 0.03*** -0.14 0.02***Change age 0.23 0.13* 0.38 0.07***Change age (squared) -4.46 2.88 -3.60 1.07***Overall R2 0.0015 0.0431 0.0016 0.0287Number of observations 87,268 79,734Number of groups 8,697 8,165Signi�ane: * p ≤ 0.10 / ** p ≤ 0.05 / *** p ≤ 0.01Soure: GSOEP 1985 � 2004; own alulations.
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Table 6: Disrete event history analysis of the propensity to inrease the time spent onhousework Women MenModel 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2b s. e. b s. e. b s. e. b s. e.Konstante -0,45 0,02*** 0,49 0,06*** -1,43 0,01*** -0,26 0,06***Change in marital status:Nev. marr. → Nev. marr. -0,98 0,04*** -0,85 0,04*** -0,00 0,04 0,01 0,04Nev. marr. → Cohabiting -0,44 0,14*** -0,38 0,15** 0,16 0,15 0,14 0,15Nev. marr. → Married 0,05 0,23 0,39 0,24 -0,44 0,40 -0,37 0,40Cohabiting → Nev. marr. -0,81 0,17*** -0,67 0,17*** 0,53 0,15*** 0,50 0,15***Cohabiting → Cohabiting -0,31 0,03*** -0,23 0,03*** 0,31 0,03*** 0,20 0,04***Cohabiting → Married 0,18 0,07*** 0,33 0,07*** 0,20 0,08** 0,22 0,09***Married → Cohabiting 0,13 0,24 0,02 0,24 0,65 0,25*** 0,59 0,25**Married → Married (Ref.) � � � �Married → Divored 0,12 0,50 0,27 0,51 1,62 0,26*** 1,79 0,27***Married → Widowed -0,49 0,13*** -0,63 0,14*** 1,69 0,17*** 1,47 0,18***Divored → Cohabiting -0,76 0,37** -0,62 0,37* 0,03 0,30 0,03 0,30Divored → Married -0,61 0,45 -0,35 0,46 -0,76 0,60 -0,49 0,60Divored → Divored -0,53 0,04*** -0,53 0,05*** 0,22 0,06*** 0,31 0,06***Widowed → Cohabiting -0,13 0,50 -0,13 0,50 0,86 0,53 0,68 0,54Widowed → Married k. F. k. F. 0,10 1,05 0,00 1,06Widowed → Widowed -0,39 0,03*** -0,64 0,03*** 0,79 0,07*** 0,52 0,07***Other transitions -0,40 0,02*** -0,56 0,02*** 0,30 0,02*** 0,02 0,03Controls:Initial level -0,17 0,00*** -0,26 0,00*** -0,31 0,01*** -0,43 0,01***Age -0,00 0,00*** -0,00 0,00***Years of eduation -0,02 0,00*** 0,00 0,00Employment hours -0,01 0,00*** -0,02 0,00***Inome -0,03 0,00*** -0,02 0,00***East Germany (Ref.) � �West Germany -0,10 0,02*** -0,35 0,02***No hildren (Ref.) � �Children 0 � 3 0,29 0,03*** -0,05 0,03Children 4 � 6 0.23 0,03*** -0,04 0,04Children 7 � 16 0.12 0,02*** -0,04 0,02*Modi�ed question 0,88 0,03*** 0,82 0,03*** 0,47 0,04*** 0,51 0,04***-2×log likelihood 4.780 7.397 3.115 6.253Number of observations 81.193 68.681Number of events 26.668 19.673Signi�ane: * p ≤ 0.10 / ** p ≤ 0.05 / *** p ≤ 0.01Abbr.: n. . := �no ases�.Soure: GSOEP 1985 � 2004; own alualtions.
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Table 7: Disrete event history analysis of the propensity to redue the time spent onhousework Women MenModel 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2b s. e. b s. e. b s. e. b s. e.Konstante -3.09 0,02*** -2.94 0,06*** -2.53 0,02*** -1.70 0,07***Change in marital status:Nev. marr. → Nev. marr. 0,24 0,04*** 0,16 0,04*** -0,72 0,04*** -0.98 0,05***Nev. marr. → Cohabiting 0,25 0,18 -0,03 0,18 -0,31 0,15** -0.70 0,15***Nev. marr. → Married 0,46 0,31 0,22 0,31 0,26 0,26 -0.08 0,26Cohabiting → Nev. marr. 0,86 0,15*** 0,57 0,15*** -0,48 0,17*** -0.88 0,18***Cohabiting → Cohabiting 0,34 0,04*** 0,20 0,04*** -0,02 0,04 -0.24 0,04***Cohabiting → Married 0,29 0,08*** 0,07 0,09 0,35 0,08*** 0.05 0,08Married → Cohabiting 0,60 0,25** 0,53 0,25** -0,02 0,30 -0.14 0,30Married → Married (Ref.) � � � �Married → Divored 1,25 0,49** 1,05 0,50** -0,63 0,42 -0.98 0,43**Married → Widowed 0,67 0,11*** 0,92 0,11*** -0,54 0,21** -0.32 0,22Divored → Cohabiting 0,07 0,43 -0,02 0,42 0,04 0,24 -0.19 0,24Divored → Married -0,55 0,73 -0,70 0,73 -0,11 0,39 -0.15 0,39Divored → Divored 0,08 0,05* 0,23 0,05*** -0,62 0,06*** -0.66 0,06***Widowed → Cohabiting 0,23 0,45 0,33 0,45 0,70 0,51 0.97 0,51*Widowed → Married n. . n. . 0,95 0,63 1.03 0,64Widowed → Widowed 0,24 0,03*** 0,58 0,03*** -0,63 0,07*** -0.36 0,07***Other transitions 0,43 0,02*** 0,35 0,02*** 0,01 0,02 -0.37 0,03***Controls:Initial level 0,39 0,00*** 0,44 0,00*** 0,53 0,01*** 0.58 0,01***Age -0,01 0,00*** -0.02 0,00***Years of eduation 0,01 0,00*** -0.01 0,00**Employment hours 0,04 0,00*** 0.01 0,00***Inome -0,00 0,00*** -0.01 0,00***East Germany (Ref.) � �West Germany -0,02 0,02 0.18 0,02***No hildren (Ref.) � �Children 0 � 3 -0,16 0,03*** 0.06 0,03*Children 4 � 6 -0,18 0,03*** 0.08 0,04**Children 7 � 16 -0,08 0,02*** 0.09 0,03***Modi�ed question -0,32 0,04*** -0,29 0,04*** 0,24 0,05*** 0.17 0,05***-2×log likelihood 14.954 15.644 7.495 8.507Number of observations 79.252 53.575Number of events 26.232 17.814Signi�ane: * p ≤ 0.10 / ** p ≤ 0.05 / *** p ≤ 0.01Abbr.: n. . := �no ases�.Soure: GSOEP 1985 � 2004; own alualtions.
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